Application Flexibility is the Key
Ingredient in the Formula for Field
Service Success
HOW TO FIND A NO-REGRETS FIELD SERVICE
MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In its report entitled “Successful Field Service Management Buyers Putting Application
Flexibility and Employee Empowerment First,” published March 9, 2017, Gartner presented
some of the most vexing challenges faced by field service operations today:

CHALLENGE:

Dealing with legacy products that lack necessary functionality,
flexibility and partner support

CHALLENGE:

Finding better ways to predict the future organization impacts
that will result from current investments in FSM (field service
management) products

To find a solution to the many challenges that you face in the day-to-day operation of your
business, you need a software platform that offers all the ingredients necessary to deliver
unparalleled platform flexibility for not only field crews, but also for your mid-office and
back-office staff.
Today’s future-focused environment dictates that flexibility and adaptability are critical – not
only because technology is evolving and you need to adapt as technology shifts, but also
because your business will change and you will have to adapt to meet unforeseen changes in
your business and be able to “scale up” as your company grows.

Key characteristics of a flexible, future-proof field service management solution:

It runs
anywhere

It works well
with others

• It doesn’t hold
you back

It creates new
opportunities

Keep in mind the recommendations presented in “Application Flexibility is the Key Ingredient
to Field Service Success" to be confident that you will select a solution that not only ensures
gains in profitability in the near-term, but one that also helps you outperform your
competition well into the future.
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INTRODUCTION

If you agree with any of the following statements, then this
white paper is for you:
•

My team is so busy we haven’t had the time to think about how to do things more
efficiently.

•

We’ve talked about moving from a paper-based operation to a digital one that’s
more efficient, but we don’t know how to start the vendor-review process.

•

We’ve already started the process of evaluating vendors to help us move to a
digital environment – or fixing the one that we’re currently implementing – but I’m
more confused now than ever.

•

We’d like to improve our efficiency in the field, but we don’t really track first-time
fix rates and customer-satisfaction ratings, so how will we know if the new solution
helps us perform better?
In nearly all instances of moving from traditional to
digital field service management solutions, the
objective is to improve business processes, and, as
a result, realize increases in productivity,
profitability, and customer satisfaction.
While every business and every operating
environment is different, there are a few areas that
every organization must consider before
purchasing a field service software. To help you
identify those areas, we have reviewed white
papers and research findings from industry analysts
and solicited input from experts on the subject and
compiled their advice below. Read on for help in
selecting a solution that you won’t later regret.

Aberdeen Group defines the rationale for moving
to a digital solution:

“Digital transformation refers to

the use of technology to radically
change and improve traditional
business processes in terms of cost,
performance, functionality, scale,

”

user experience and so on.

Aberdeen Group, March 2017
“Digital Transformation Initiatives: Why
You Should Focus on Your Users”
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BACKGROUND

Internal Gomocha interviews and studies conducted by industry analysts
Gartner, WBR and Aberdeen have revealed that a current of dissatisfaction
runs throughout large and small field service operations alike regarding the
performance of their field service management (FSM) solution. The
dissatisfaction is felt irrespective of whether their field service teams are
doing utility work, maintaining and repairing assets, servicing vending
equipment or performing other field or mobile-based services.

Dissatisfaction with existing solutions revolves around key issues:
•

Getting data from the existing system to the new system is difficult.

•

We can't configure or modify on the fly.

•

There’s not enough flexibility to add forms.

•

We can’t access all the necessary data out in the field.

•

It’s hard to update business rules because of changing regulations.

•

We need more “workarounds” in the field to avoid costly delays.

•

It has taken too long to train people how to use it.

•

If there’s no internet connection, our field service is hampered.

Given that there are major problems in managing field service
operations because of lack of flexibility, missing functionality, and
difficulty in implementation – and because there’s confusion about
WHICH solution will be best for any given company – this white
paper will provide guidance and inspiration by presenting solution
characteristics that you should factor into your decision-making.
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#1

RECOMMENDATIONS

No matter where you are in the process of transforming your field service and backoffice operations into a top-performing digital machine with a flexible, easy-toreconfigure platform and an excellent mobile solution, we believe you will benefit
from reviewing the most important features and functionalities to look for in a field
management solution.

Look for an agile solution that will adapt to future technologies.
The single biggest mistake executives make when
buying FSM software is failure to anticipate future
needs. Many executives are primarily trying to solve
the issues they are facing today (e.g., simply looking
for a replacement for an existing paper-based
system), but few are anticipating what will happen 6,
12 or even 24 months down the road.
Until recently, FSM solutions were not built to
provide companies with the flexibility needed
to carry out many of the future needs and
customizable features and functionalities that are
necessary for growth and change. As a result,
businesses without flexible system architectures
could not leverage data or analytics, nor could they
gain ground against competitors using efficient, agile,
innovative business processes. But all that has
changed. Today’s FSM solutions enable remote
diagnostics and remote assistance through wearable
devices, and they’ll increasingly need to adapt to
and collect data from the growing number of
everyday items that are connected to the web
(commonly referred to as IoT, or “The Internet
of Things”).

The world changes rapidly, and hardware and
software changes almost as rapidly as roles and
processes change. The pace of change is expected to
intensify. Organizations that respond with speed and
agility to these change will thrive and grow. Look for a
solution that won’t hold you back from future growth
and change. Instead, look for one that can adapt to
your changing business needs and to the inevitable
changes in technology.

““81% of companies believe

smart connected products will be
implemented in the next five to ten
years, and 58% of companies expect
full implementation of Internet of
Things (IoT) will be a reality in the same
timeframe.”
“Future Trends in Field Services,” WBR Digital
- Field Service USA 2016
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#2
Look for a highly flexible solution that allows smooth, secure data
uploads from your current system to the digital FSM platform.

No one on earth will tell you that a solution is
inflexible.
Because it’s widely understood that flexibility is the
key to field service success, all solutions promise to
deliver it. Of equal or greater importance are the
many significant data-security considerations
associated with bringing data out in the field on
consumer-oriented devices like iPhones and Android
phones or tablets.
As you consider flexibility, you should also consider
security; at a minimum, data should be encrypted at
all stages during the data lifecycle of your FSM
platform.

Another component of a flexible solution – one that is
typically hidden underneath a lot of other priorities –
is time to market. The perceived flexibility in the
context of your business will be different for a
solution that can adopt a new data structure in three
months than it will be from one that can support that
new data structure in just three days.
And, last but not least, don’t think your current backoffice system holds all the relevant data yet. There
might be an extremely valuable dataset available out
there in the field that’s yet to be discovered. Make
sure those potential valuable datasets can be easily
adapted to your digital FSM solution, to help you
respond to new opportunities.

Once you combine flexibility and security, you soon
arrive at the edge of the performance aspects of your
communication channels. At this point, you need to
understand how a solution prioritizes the exchange of
encrypted documentation as a different priority for
Emergency Service orders.

“Enabling a mechanism that allows us to collect additional
data points from the field means the ability to mine new

”

business opportunities .

A satisfied Gomocha customer
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#3
Ensure that the solution you select will support your
unique processes.

Every company operates according to its own
individual rhythm, with its own specific sets of rules,
forms, processes, equipment, field personnel, and
data. Some operate in multiple countries, states or
regions and are required to stay on top of regulatory
issues in each area in which they operate. Others work
in only one specific geographic area, but they may
have many different worksites with multiple types of
workers (employees, temporary subcontractors,
skilled technicians, junior engineers, etc.)
Similarly, the ways in which companies refer to
all the moving parts of their organization are unique.
For example, the words “object,” “asset,” and
“product” can all be used to describe an HVAC system
to be repaired, a forklift to be delivered, or a cable to
be installed.

infrastructure. As you review FSM solutions, keep in
mind these questions to ask SaaS providers: how
often do you make upgrades, what is required on my
end to incorporate them into the solution, and how
can I provide input as to changes I would like to see in
my business.
Look for a platform that lets you set up the
functionality you want – on your own. You need to be
able to decide on the correct sequence of activities
that should be followed by field technicians; design
your own digital forms and link them to workflows or
certain assets; make different forms available for
specialized types of activities or objects; determine
the terminology and languages to be used, and
otherwise configure your FSM to suit your
organization’s needs.

The beauty of a SaaS-model FSM solution, which many
providers today offer, is that customizations that are
unique to every company can be “architected” into
their solution without affecting the common

“We were able to change our business

process on our production system in just a
couple of days without external support. We

”

wish every solution could do that.
a satisfied Gomocha customer
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#4
Demand a highly configurable solution that allows easy addition
of forms, new function blocks and updates to business rules.

FSM solution providers over the last few years have
increasingly moved away from a highly customized,
installed-on-networks business model to software as a
service (SaaS). What used to be an interesting concept
has become mainstream.

“No coding necessary” is the phrase often used when
software companies move to a SaaS environment. It
suggests the ease with which their customers can
enjoy unique configurations to suit their own needs,
without incurring additional costs.

The internet has become the primary way that
companies and individuals communicate and
collaborate, and SaaS-based FSM solutions provide
customers with a flexible integration architecture,
allowing them to use the solution “out of the box”
with a few simple keystrokes.

Configurability made possible by SaaS software helps
ensure that customers have a variety of options
available to them for how their platforms work, how
their dashboards look, and how changes are made as
their own processes change. FSM solutions built on
the SaaS model let users receive new versions and
frequent upgrades as they become available, to
ensure that FSM systems remain ready to adapt as
business needs change and new technologies are
introduced.

SaaS-based FSM solutions allow users to make
modifications easily – by themselves. Need a
new form because city regulations require it? No
problem with configurable SaaS solutions. This is the
exact opposite of the way many customized FSM
solutions used to be: installed and somewhat rigid,
customized solutions required programming, usually
at an additional cost, every time a new form or
process was added.

“Cloud adoption among new deployments has increased
by over 65% from 2014, and now more than 38% are being

”

deployed in a multitenant ‘public cloud,’ up from 23% in 2014.
Gartner, Inc., “Magic Quadrant for Field Service Management. ”
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#5
Select a solution that allows you to replicate the “look
and feel” of your existing branding, processes, forms,
questionnaires and terminology.
Regardless if you’re moving from a paper-based,
manual operation or replacing an outdated digital
solution, as you shift to a new platform it’s important
that your dashboards, reports, processes and forms
and questionnaires have a familiar look and feel.
Why? Because when working with familiar-looking
forms and using similar processes, back-office
employees and field engineers feel that the new
solution is a change that’s occurring inside the
organization, and not one that’s being implemented
using an outside-in approach.
For example, if a technician is accustomed to working
in the field with a printed checklist or a Word
document that includes 12 line items that flow in a
specific order, it’s awkward and counterproductive to
require him or her to shift to a digital form that
consists of 18 line items and 12 additional “sub-items”
that are laid out and ordered differently.
Similarly, field engineers accustomed to seeing work
orders with their customers’ addresses laid out with
ZIP code first, then street address, then the city/state/
phone number – followed by installation

instructions, order attributes and asset history – will
work more efficiently if the new digital platform
allows the same flow of customer-data and workorder details.
Job-completion forms or customer-feedback
questionnaires presented by technicians to customers
should include the company’s logo and branding and
be designed in similar fashion to how these forms
have looked in the past. This helps the customer and
the technician operate on a recognizable playing field,
albeit one that’s more efficient.
Once the new solution is rolled out and accepted by
back office staff and field technicians, dashboards and
reports can be easily reconfigured to expand on (or
streamline) work processes. Look for a solution that
ensures a smooth transition to the new digital
platform, and one that provides easy and simple
reconfiguration to expand its capabilities as your
needs change.

“Customers say that they need not only flexibility
in the platform, but they want the dashboard

and reports to carry the ‘look and feel’ of their
company.

”

Internal Gomocha Survey, “What Customers Want.”
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#6
Look for a solution with a robust mobile app that allows field
technicians to look up inventory, check on asset history and
perform other tasks.
Research conducted by Gartner revealed that
the top three characteristics that field service
operations managers consider when evaluating
FSM solutions are: 1) the mobile app, 2) the ability
to integrate into an existing ERP or other operating
system and 3) the solution’s ability to support
complex scheduling problems.
The importance of the mobile experience cannot
be overstated. Any FSM solution you consider
should run anywhere, regardless of whether an
internet connection is available. It must also help
you achieve the two most important objectives
that FSM solutions are meant to achieve:
improving technician productivity and increasing
customer satisfaction.

The mobile experience needs to not only help field
technicians find the location of equipment to be
repaired or serviced, understand project details,
perform the tasks at hand with efficiency and
accuracy, and report on project status, but the
mobile app must also help technicians appear
professional, competent and tech-savvy in the eyes
of the customer.
Equipped with the right information about
equipment history and site details, customer history,
and SLAs, field engineers can perform preventive
maintenance, provide quotes on additional products
or services (such as extended warranties) and get
customer feedback.

“Gartner believes that organizations that do not provide
technicians with a rich and intuitive mobile solution will

”

quickly fall behind leading organization.

Gartner, Inc., “Successful Field Service Management
Buyers are Putting Application Flexibility and Employee
Empowerment First.” (March 9, 2017)
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#7
Ensure that the solution you select is straightforward and
logical so that field technicians and back-office staff can
learn it in a short time.
Resistance to change often springs from fear of the
unknown. Some small and mid-sized field service
operations are still using paper-based and manual FSM
processes and, when they consider transitioning to a
more-efficient solution, owners and managers one of
the first questions they typically ask is: “How long will
it take to learn how to use it?” That is often followed
by this observation: “Some of our field technicians are
not too tech-savvy, so we need a mobile app that they
can easily understand and quickly use.”

technicians are the primary users who will need to
adapt to changes in the way work will be performed.

There’s no doubt that significant organizational
change occurs in the back office and in the field when
a digital FSM solution is implemented.
New skills must be acquired, new processes must be
adopted and new teams must be assigned to oversee
the process.

When you focus on technicians and recognize the
need to provide an easy-to-use solution, you’re open
to not only empowering technicians, you’re also
creating opportunities to grow revenue and profits as
a result of higher first-time fix rates, lower time and
travel costs, and more cross-selling and preventivemaintenance services. Look for a solution that not only
doesn’t hold you back, but also one that creates new
opportunities.

While every solution varies in depth and breadth of
functionality, every solution is the same in
that they all require implementation, training,
and adoption. In almost all FSM projects, field

When companies implement a field service solution,
they typically do their best to make sure field
technicians are comfortable using it. But there’s often
no feedback from the field, either because
management doesn’t ask for it or because field
technicians don’t feel comfortable telling managers
they’re having problems.

“[Field technicians] must understand the reasoning

behind the change, how it will affect the organization
as a whole and how organization-level improvements

”

affect them individually.

Gartner, Inc., “How to Build a Business Case for Field Service
Management Software Investment,” February 9, 2017.
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#8
Ensure that dashboards include multiple performance metrics
that can be easily reconfigured – and understand how to
measure ROI.
Most people have heard the saying, “You can’t
improve what you don’t measure.” The most common
metrics are first-time fix rates, technician productivity
and customer satisfaction. But a whole host of other
KPIs are key elements in the formula for achieving the
universal goal of increased profit margins.
Gartner’s “Hierarchy of Business Metrics” from its
February 9, 2017, report that is cited below include
these base-level metrics:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

technician effectiveness
customer responsiveness
sales and communication
feedback management
operational efficiency and quality
customer satisfaction and loyalty
employee satisfaction and loyalty
revenue and margin percentage
customer advocacy

As you transition away from paper-based processes
to digital platforms – or when you want to replace an
existing dysfunctional digital solution – one of the
first steps in reviewing the functionality of FSM
solutions is determining what KPIs the dashboards
allow your organization to track in order for you to
achieve your specific goals.
Many of the KPIs available in the new dashboard may
not have been tracked in the previous FSM solution,
but it’s important to capture values from the
previous 12 months – in some comparable form on at
least some of the KPIs – so that ROI can
be calculated. Ensure that the solution provider can
offer guidance on how to define and refine
performance metrics.

“Two of the most common business-

level goals of an FSM project: Increase
customer satisfaction and increase

”

service profit contribution.

Gartner, “How to Build a Business Case
for Field Service Management Software
Investment,” February 9, 2017.
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#9
Consider a solution provider that will give you a trial run
– one that’s customized to your specific needs, not just a
routine demo.
The proof is in the pudding!
Technology solutions are generally easy to
demonstrate and are always performed with your
future vendor’s most experienced resources. It’s a
little like driving a car. If you know how to operate a
car, it becomes a routine process, and switching gears
becomes innate. It can be done easily, without
needing the sound of the engine or the RPM indicator
to tell you it’s time to switch gears.
It’s your experienced feel for acceleration that will
make you switch gears. (That’s not how you did it in
your youngers days, when learning how to operate a
clutch?)

should have a firm understanding of how you’ll be
able to accelerate your specific field service
operations toward efficiency, customer satisfaction
and profitability objectives.
And if you really want to test the solution, come up
with a visionary change that was not agreed to in the
scope of the trial. See how the solution – and the
vendor – respond and adapt to the special request.
The response will provide evidence of the real
robustness and flexibility of the solution and the
vendor.

Ignore demonstrations that give you a limited view of
the FSM solution. Instead, request that your potential
vendor demonstrate how its solution will work with
your data, your processes, your forms and your users.
You need a demonstration of how you’ll be able to
switch gears in your own field operation. During and
after the “trial run,” you
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CONCLUSION

Forward-thinking field service organizations need future-proof solutions
that can adapt to changes in technology, changes in the structure and
operation of their businesses, and changes in their regulatory landscape.
But not every field service management solution is engineered to adapt to
change. Change is the norm. It’s inevitable, it’s necessary and it’s often
difficult.

What should not be difficult is selecting a solution that
fits your organization like a glove.
As you consider moving from a paper-based operation or transforming a
legacy system into a streamlined, new platform, it’s not only essential that
you analyze your own specific needs so that you can communicate them to
solution providers, but it’s also essential that you ask the right questions
about the solution itself:
•

Does it integrate well with your existing ERP and back-office systems?

•

Does the mobile solution work in the field without an internet
connection, and can back-office and field technicians be up and running
soon after receiving initial training?

•

Does it allow you to configure and reconfigure your dashboard,
processes, forms and functionality easily – and independently?

•

Does it help you measure ROI and identify opportunities for efficiency and
profitability gains?

Static platforms and inadequate mobile functionality hold field service
organizations captive. Conversely, flexible platforms and robust mobile
apps that can flex and shift as your processes change will facilitate the
growth and success of your field service organization.
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Give Gomocha FMP360 a Trial Run

New name, proven technology
The Gomocha name is new in the market. For more
than two decades in this industry, we conducted
business as Tensing, building trust and loyalty among
many companies whose names you’ll recognize:
Southern California Edison, Ascom, Assa-Abloy and
Heineken, to name a few. The name change is the
result of greater focus on and a greater commitment
to our key market: Field Service Management.
Since the early days of mobility solutions up to today’s
sophisticated Field Service Management solutions,
we’ve built extensive knowledge and experience. But
in 2014, we concluded that
our architecture was somewhat dated and not quite
ready for the high-demand Field Service Management
tasks of the future.
One of our key initiatives in 2014 was to add design
tools that allow our customers to change the digital
process of their Field Service Operation without any
programming effort. In close cooperation with some
strategic customers, we did very well with that
concept and now all of our customers benefit from our
FMP360 platform, which supports a wide and growing
variety of different field processes, forms and data
structures.

Our “future-proof” solution
Learning the hard way that the complexity to maintain
field service software solutions post-launch was the
most expensive and complex process for our
customers, we now have a solution that’s well ahead
of the technology curve. FMP360 allows our
customers to change digital field processes
in only a couple of hours, in response to their

changing business needs or to their changing
regulatory environments.
With this promise, we often enlighten our audience
on how important a “zero-coding-agile” solution is for
the easy adoption by your field users. Just as
important is the guarantee that the solution remains
relevant in the future and able to support the full set
of your digital Field Service processes as you grow.

Change in a day
In our view, a Field Service Operation needs to be able
to adopt a change in their digital processes within one
day. Change is the norm; it can be driven by new
technology capabilities, a business acquisition, a new
customer, a new contract, a new Service Level
Indicator or a new compliance rule. It can be as simple
as a new form that needs to be used. There are too
many factors that can drive a potential change in your
digital field process to have a solution that is not able
to change every day. The technology is available, and
it’s called Field Mobility Platform 360 (FMP360).

FMP360 from Gomocha
Gomocha Global is a privately held Dutch corporation
with European and US operations. With our virtual
support team, we provide daily support to over
10,000 field technicians. With product development
managed from our California office, we have a strong
team of in-house developers building our next
release; new features are released on a quarterly
basis. We partner with many technology vendors to
make our solution available from the cloud and easy
to integrate with back-office systems.
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Give Gomocha FMP360 a Trial Run

We aim to implement our solution in less than 12
weeks – with some projects being completed in only 2
weeks – and are proud to report that 85% of our
implementations are completed within this ambitious
5-week timeline. We celebrate success when, postimplementation, our customers make changes
without our involvement. With that formula, we are
not only easy to implement but also cost-effective to
maintain, allowing our customers to improve the field
user experience and improve customer satisfaction.

Sign up online and try FMP360 as your Field Mobility
Platform. You’ll be amazed at the unrivaled flexibility
of the Gomocha solution and impressed with the
efficiency your digital Field Service Operation will
experience.

Going forward
We will continue to add new functionalities and
technical capabilities to our platform and will
integrate Geographical Information Source from
Oracle Spatial, Esri, Smallworld and others. Besides
these and many other benefits, our customers select
FMP360 for our extensive Question List Designer.
That’s because they view it as the most important
engine in our platform, allowing them to implement
their own forms for different purposes, such as
inspections, certification programs and many other
use cases.

Visit www.gomocha.com for more information.
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